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Summary in one slide

KAF is a purely data-driven method of forecasting trajectories

Given x0, and
{(
xn, yn

)}N

n=1
which comes from a dynamical system:

x(t) = Φt(x∗), x ∈ Rd

y(t) = h(x(t)), y ∈ R

predict y(T) with x(0) = x0.

In this talk, we are exploring the following question:
How can we extend KAF to the parametric setting?

x(t) = Φt(x∗, µ), x ∈ Rd, µ ∈ R

y(t) = h(x(t)), y ∈ R

Answer: delay embedding.
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Outline of the talk

• Briefly explain how KAF works
• Motivation for the use of delay-embedding in a parametric setting
• Results: applying KAF to delay-embedded timeseries
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How KAF works



Kernel analog forecasting

Model assumption

x(t) = Φt(x∗), x ∈ Rd

y(t) = h(x(t)), y ∈ R

• Purely data-driven:
{(
xn, yn

)}N

n=1
, fixed time step

• Underlying flow is ergodic and has a periodic, chaotic or stochastic behaviour
(compact manifold)

• Given initial conditions x0, predict the observable y at time step q
• Also allows for partial observations of the state space, i.e. only{(

S(xn), yn
)}N

n=1
is available; not considered here for ease of exposition
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Lorenz method, a.k.a. analog forecasting

Compute N (Euclidean) distances r(x0, xi) and set the predictor at time step q to

P∗(q) = yI+q,

where I = arg mini∈{1,...,N} r(x0, xi).

In plain language: find the closest point xi in the state space, take the observable
yi and look q steps ahead.

Introduced: [Lorenz 1969]
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KAF: weighted Lorenz method

P(q) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

p(x0, xn)yn+q

Here p(x0, xn) is a weighting kernel:

p(x0, xn) =

ℓ∑
j=1

ψj(x0)ϕj(xn)

λ
1/2

j

,

and ψj, ϕj, λj are computed from data.

Compare to:
P∗(q) = yI+q
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Construction of the weighting kernel

p(x0, xn) =

ℓ∑
j=1

ψj(x0)ϕj(xn)

λ
1/2

j

,

Given a kernel k(·, ·), construct a compact, diffusion-type operator

Kf(z) =

∫
M

k(ξ, z)f(ξ)dν(ξ),

and find its eigenpairs
{
ϕj, λj

}
(here M is the data manifold, and ν(ξ) is the

invariant density). Eigenfunctions span an RKHS K.

In discrete setting, evaluation of functions ϕj on (xi)
N
n=1 is automatic via

eigenvectors of the kernel matrix
(
Kij

)
; ψj are Nyström extensions of ϕj.
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KAF predictor converges to condition expectation

The form of the weighting kernel p(·, ·) is obtained via solving an optimization
problem

P(q) = arg min
g∈Hℓ

∥∥∥g−Uq[h]
∥∥∥,

where Uq is the Koopman operator, and Hℓ = span
{
ψ1, . . . , ψℓ

}
⊆ K.

In the limits N→ ∞, then ℓ→ ∞, P(q) converges to E
[
Uq[h]

∣∣∣S].
Variable-bandwidth kernels: [Berry, Harlim 2016]
Diffusion eigenbasis: [Giannakis 2019]
Introduction of KAF: [Alexander, Giannakis 2020]
KAF applied to ENSO: [Wang, Slawinska, Giannakis 2020]
KAF applied to multiscale systems: [Burov, Giannakis, Manohar, Stuart arXiv:2005.06623]
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Parametric extension of KAF

Model

x(t) = Φt(x∗, µ), x ∈ Rd, µ ∈ R

y(t) = h(x(t)), y ∈ R

Cases:

•
{(
µk, x

(k)
n , y

(k)
n

)}Nk

n=1
, for k ∈ 1, . . . , K

•
{(
x
(k)
n , y

(k)
n

)}Nk

n=1
, but the initial data is in the form (x0, . . . , xr)

In this talk, we focus on the second case only.
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Why delay embedding



Use delay embedding with partially observed system

Delay embedding: stack
(
xi, . . . , xi+b−1

)
into x̃ ∈ Rdb, where b is the

delay-embedding dimension.

This essentially provides a chunk of trajectory in the state space
(
x0, . . . , xb−1

)
as

initial condition instead of one point x0.
Theory: [Whitney 1936], [Takens 1981]
Application: [Packard, Crutchfield, Farmer, Shaw 1980], [Eckmann, Ruelle 1985]

Why should this work with KAF?
Some recent examples of delay embedding in forecasting:
[Berry, Cressman, Gregurić–Ferenček, Sauer 2013]
[Zhao, Giannakis 2016]
[Lee, Dietrich, Karniadakis, Kevrekidis 2019]
[Kamb, Kaiser, Brunton, Kutz 2020]
[Lovelett, Avalos, Kevrekidis 2020]
...and many more
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Applying KAF to Lorenz ’63 with and without delay embedding

Observe full
state, predict x
coordinate

Observe x

coordinate,
predict x
coordinate

No delay Delay 5
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Results



Harmonic oscillator setting

As a toy problem, we consider the harmonic oscillator:

u1(t) = cos(ωt),
u2(t) = sin(ωt).

For ω ∈
{
1.0, 1.3, 1.6, . . . , 5.2

}
, we generate timeseries with 3000 steps each, for a

combined total of 45000 samples (only 30000 are used to learn the eigenbasis).

We ran four experiments, aiming to predict u1:

• observing u1, u2 without delay embedding,
• observing u1, u2 with delay 5,
• observing u1, u2 with delay 24,
• observing only u1 with delay 24.
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Observing both coordinates, no delay

The initial condition is (1,0).
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Observing both coordinates, delay 5

IC generated with ω = 2.5, in the
training set

IC generated with ω = 2.0, not in the
training set
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Observing both coordinates, delay 24

IC generated with ω = 2.5, in the
training set

IC generated with ω = 2.0, not in the
training set
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Observing only u1, delay 24

IC generated with ω = 2.5, in the
training set

IC generated with ω = 2.0, not in the
training set
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Parametric Lorenz 63

Lorenz 63

ẋ = σ(y− x),

ẏ = x(ρ− z) − y,

ż = xy− βz,

with σ = 10, β = 8
3
.

For ρ ∈
{
36, 40, 44, 48, 52

}
, we generate timeseries with 12000 steps each, for a

combined total of 60000 samples (only 50000 are used to learn the eigenbasis).

We ran two experiments, aiming to predict x coordinate:

• observing all three coordinates without delay embedding,
• observing all three coordinates with delay 10.

In both experiments, ICs lie on the corresponding attractors (ρ = 48 or ρ = 49).
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Lorenz 63, no delay

ρ = 48, in the training set ρ = 49, not in the training set
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Lorenz 63, delay 10

ρ = 48, in the training set ρ = 49, not in the training set
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